CPO 2022 Spring Summit Agenda

Name

Session Title

Session Summary
Welcome

Day
May 24th,
2022

Time
10AM - 10:10AM

Lacy Rex and
David Hosier Oswald Companies

Cyber Fitness

A discussion focused on developing a resilient cyber program
that includes robust security controls and meets regulatory
and/or carrier coverage requirements.

May 24th,
2022

10:10AM - 11:10AM

Zach Miller Nationwide
Insurance

Ransomware
Tabletop - Group
Exercise

Learn about Nationwide Insurance's experience cascading
Ransomware Tabletop exercises across all critical business
areas. Listen and participate in the discussion as we play out this
scenario based exercise using a fictitious company at this year's
Spring Summit.
Lunch and Social

May 24th,
2022

11:25AM - 12PM

May 24th,
2022

12PM - 12:45PM

Sponsor Presentations

May 24th,
2022

12:45PM - 1PM

Business Meeting

May 24th,
2022

1PM-1:30PM

Name
Tracey Rice and
Paula Fontana Fusion Risk
Management

Session Title
Environmental,
Social, and
Governance (ESG):
The Missing ‘R’ for
Resilience

Session Summary
In time of significant climate and social turbulence, regulatory
scrutiny, and investor expectation, Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) is increasingly at the heart of what it means
to build a more risk-aware and resilient organization.

Day
May 24th,
2022

Time
1:45PM-2:45PM

May 24th,
2022

3PM-4PM

May 24th,
2022

Until 5PM

The World Economic Forum recently suggested ESG is missing a
letter – ‘R’ for resilience.
“From the pandemic and devastating weather events to a
restive and divided set of social movements, the growing pace
of upheavals points to the fact that ESG measurement doesn’t
just need more uniformity, rigor and breadth.
It also needs an additional variable in order to assess
businesses’ capacity to effectively recover, adapt and grow in
the face of shocks and stress: resilience.
Simply put, it is increasingly clear that investors can no longer
outrun or ignore social and environmental problems. All
evidence points to continued business and financial disruption
in the years ahead.”

Alice Kaltenmark
- BCI

BCI 2022 Horizon
Scan Report

This session outlines
- How ESG is impacting the global ecosystem of the enterprise
- The role of risk and resilience
- How to reduce the risk of non-compliance and build a more
sustainable, responsible brand
- Practical takeaways from Fusion’s own journey integrating ESG
into the fabric of our organization
The BCI has released the Horizon Scan Report 2022, sponsored
by BSI. The report identifies the risks and threats which have
been dominating the agenda for organizations over the past
year as well as those which are expected to cause an impact
over the coming 12 months.
Happy Hour

